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            Myrbetriq is a prescription medicine for adults used to treat 
overactive bladder (OAB) with symptoms of urgency, frequency and leakage.

            You are not alone

            About 1 in 3 U.S. adults 40 years of age or older reported symptoms of OAB at least “sometimes.”

            OAB is a real medical condition that may affect 
 a person’s daily activities. But there are treatment options available.

            Learn About Myrbetriq
        

    


  
    
      
        
        
          
        

        
          Myrbetriq is the #1 prescribed* branded medication for OAB

          *Based on IQVIA claims data of 12-month TRx shares for all branded OAB medications, January-December 2022.

          THIS INFORMATION DOES NOT IMPLY SAFETY OR EFFICACY OF ANY PRODUCT; NO COMPARISONS SHOULD BE MADE.

        

      

      

    

  



    
        
    
        
            

            
                Text to Save!

                Tap here to text MSAVINGS to 26789 and get your first Myrbetriq prescription at no cost.#

            
            
                #Subject to eligibility. Restrictions may apply. No-cost offer applies to one-month prescriptions only.

                Not available when paying cash.

                Msg & data rates may apply. Msg frequency varies. Text HELP for info, STOP to end.
            

            For the Momentum Program, tap here for applicable Terms and Conditions. View Privacy Policy.
        

        
            

            Text to Save!

            Text MSAVINGS to 26789 to get your first Myrbetriq prescription at no cost.#

            
                #Subject to eligibility. Restrictions may apply. No-cost offer applies to one-month prescriptions only. Not available when paying cash.

                Msg & data rates may apply. Msg frequency varies. Text HELP for info, STOP to end.
            

            For the Momentum Program, click here for applicable Terms and Conditions. View Privacy Policy.
        

        
            
                For Text to Save, click here to view Eligibility and Terms and Conditions.
                For Text to Save, tap here to view Eligibility and Terms and Conditions.
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        How Does Myrbetriq Work?

        How Does Myrbetriq Work?

        How Does Myrbetriq Work?

        
            Myrbetriq works on a different pathway

            Myrbetriq is not an antimuscarinic. 
When taken as directed, Myrbetriq can:

            	Help relax the smooth muscle that surrounds the bladder
	Help the bladder to fill more completely and increase urine storage


            Learn More About How Myrbetriq Works
        

        
            Watch the video below to 
see 
how Myrbetriq works

            
                
        
            

                
                    
                        
                            Suggested for you

                            
                                
                                
                            

                        

                        

                    

                    
                


                
                    
                    
                


                

                
                    
                
            


                
                    How Myrbetriq Works in the Body

                    Watch an animated explanation of 
 Myrbetriq at work.

                

        


            

            Watch the video above to see how Myrbetriq works

            Learn More About How
 Myrbetriq Works
        

    


    
        
            
                Real Stories

                See how people living with OAB decided that it was
 time to take control of their symptoms

            

            
    
        
            
                
            
            
        

        
            
                
                    
                    
                
            


            
                Marie's Story

                See how Marie’s life has changed after being on Myrbetriq and changing up her diet at her doctor’s suggestion.

                Watch Marie’s Story
            

        

    

    
        
            
                
            
            
        

        
            
                
                    
                    
                
            


            
                Maxine's Story

                Learn how Maxine and her doctor worked together and found that Myrbetriq was right for her.

                Watch Maxine’s Story
            

        

    

    
        
            
                
            
            
        

        
            
                
                    
                    
                
            


            
                Marilyn's Story

                See how Marilyn manages her OAB symptoms with Myrbetriq and hear about her travel goals.

                Watch Marilyn’s Story
            

        

    

            

            
                
                    Watch More Real Stories
                

                
                    These are people who have been compensated by Astellas for sharing their stories. 
The people in these videos are taking or have taken Myrbetriq.
                

            

        

    




    
        
            
                
                
            

            
                
                    Check out our resources for help managing overactive bladder (OAB) symptoms.

                    Whether you’re looking for lifestyle tips and tricks, bladder-friendly recipes, real stories from people like you, or expert advice, you’ll find it and more in our OAB Resources.


                    View OAB Resources
                

            

        

    


    
        

    
        
            
                Think You Might Have OAB?

                Think You Might Have OAB?

                Think You Might Have OAB?

                How to Start the Conversation with Your Doctor

                If you have symptoms of OAB, the first step is having an open, honest discussion with your doctor — but that isn't easy for everyone. This easy-to-use symptom quiz can help you talk to your doctor:

            

        

    

    
        
            
                Answer 10 short questions
 to help identify your OAB symptoms

            
            
                Print or save your results
 based on your answers

            
            
                Show the results to your doctor
 to help make your conversation about OAB easier

            
        

    

    
        
            
                Get Started Now!

                

            

        

    

    
        
            
            
                
                    
                        
                    

                    
                        
                            Section 1/3

                            Could these be OAB symptoms?

                            Select the most suitable answer

                        

                    

                

                
                    
                        
                        
                        
                        
                                
        
            
1. How many times do you urinate during the day?            

            
                    
                        
                        Up to 7 times
                    

                    
                        
                        8 to 12 times
                    

                    
                        
                        13 or more
                    

            

        

    


                                
        
            
2. Do you have to rush to the toilet to urinate?            

            
                    
                        
                        Never
                    

                    
                        
                        Sometimes
                    

                    
                        
                        Most of the time
                    

                    
                        
                        All the time
                    

            

        

    


                                
        
            
3. Does urine leak before you can get to the toilet?            

            
                    
                        
                        Never
                    

                    
                        
                        Sometimes
                    

                    
                        
                        Most of the time
                    

                    
                        
                        All the time
                    

            

        

    


                                
        
            
4. Which OAB symptom(s) bother you the most? (Select all that apply)            

            
                    
                        
                        Urgency
                    

                    
                        
                        Frequency
                    

                    
                        
                        Leakage
                    

            

        

    


                                
        
            
5. How long have you been experiencing your OAB symptoms?            

            
                    
                        
                        Less than 1 month
                    

                    
                        
                        1-6 months
                    

                    
                        
                        6 months to 1 year
                    

                    
                        
                        1-5 years
                    

                    
                        
                        6+ years
                    

            

        

    


                                
            oops, you forgot 5 questions above!


        0 of 10 questions complete

        
            

        

            Scroll to the next section below

            

    


                        

                        
                            Please complete the survey.
                        

                    

                

            

        

        
            
            
                
                    
                        
                    

                    
                        
                            Section 2/3

                            Lifestyle and behavior 
changes I've tried

                        

                    

                

                
                    
                        
                        
                                
        
            
6. Do you use any of the following to help deal with leaks? (Select all that apply)            

            
                    
                        
                        Pantyliners, pads, diapers, or absorbent underwear
                    

                    
                        
                        Wearing dark clothing in case of leaks
                    

                    
                        
                        Bringing extra clothing, just in case
                    

                    
                        
                        Staying close to bathrooms and making note of their locations when travelling
                    

                    
                        
                        Avoiding activities in fear of having an accident/leakage
                    

                    
                        
                        None
                    

            

        

    


                                
        
            
7. Have you recently taken steps to improve your OAB symptoms? Always consult your doctor when starting any diet or exercise program. (Select all that apply)            

            
                    
                        
                        Losing excess weight
                    

                    
                        
                        Quitting smoking
                    

                    
                        
                        Practicing mindfulness and/or limiting stress
                    

                    
                        
                        Practicing Kegels and/or other bladder exercises
                    

                    
                        
                        Managing fluid intake and/or limiting dietary triggers
                    

                    
                        
                        None
                    

            

        

    


                                
        
            
8. Do you use or have you considered any medications or 
medical treatments for your OAB symptoms? (Select all that apply)            

            
                    
                        
                        Over-the-counter treatment(s), such as vitamins, supplements, natural products, etc.
                    

                    
                        
                        Prescription medication(s)
                    

                    
                        
                        Other medical treatment(s)
                    

                    
                        
                        None
                    

            

        

    


                                
            oops, you forgot 3 questions above!


        0 of 10 questions complete

        
            

        

            Scroll to the next section below

            

    


                            
                                Please complete the survey.
                            

                        

                    

                

            

        

        
            
            
                
                    
                        
                    

                    
                        
                            Section 3/3

                            How I feel my OAB symptoms 
are affecting me

                        

                    

                


                
                    
                        
                        
                                
        
            
9. In what ways are your OAB symptoms affecting your daily activities? 
(Select all that apply)            

            
                    
                        
                        I have to plan my schedule and activities around frequent bathroom breaks
                    

                    
                        
                        I don't travel as often or as comfortably as I'd like
                    

                    
                        
                        I think about my next bathroom break while I'm out with friends/family
                    

                    
                        
                        I feel embarrassed about having accidents
                    

                    
                        
                        My frequent bathroom breaks are interrupting my daily tasks
                    

                    
                        
                        I look for bathrooms whenever I enter a new location
                    

                    
                        
                        None
                    

            

        

    


                                
        
            
10. Do you avoid certain events and/or activities because of your OAB symptoms? (Select all that apply)            

            
                    
                        
                        Long event (ex: road trips, flights, sports games, movies, plays, amusement parks)
                    

                    
                        
                        Events in unfamiliar places
                    

                    
                        
                        Events in the outdoors or other places that may not have restrooms
                    

                    
                        
                        Events with people I am not comfortable explaining my frequent bathroom trips to
                    

                    
                        
                        None
                    

            

        

    


                                
            oops, you forgot 2 questions above!


        0 of 10 questions complete

        
            

        

    


                            
                                Please complete the survey.
                            

                            
                                Nice work!

                                Check out your results by selecting View or Email below. Try bringing them to your next doctor's appointment to help get the most out of your discussion.

                            

                            
                                View Results
                                
                                    Email Results
                                    
                                        
                                        
                                            Please enter a valid
email address.

                                        

                                        Email now
                                    

                                    
                                        Your Doctor Conversation

                                        Guide has been sent.
                                    

                                    The personal data you have supplied will be used for the sole purpose of facilitating this email communication and will not be further retained by Astellas.

                                

                                Start Over
                            

                             
     Tips for Talking with Your Doctor About OAB

		
			
				Now that you've got your doctor conversation guide, watch for some additional tips on getting ready for your conversation.
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                                Start your OAB conversation

                                Find a healthcare provider near you.
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            Remember to take the OAB Symptom Quiz and share your result summary with the specialist during your appointment. 
        

    



 


    
        Watch the Myrbetriq TV commercial
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                Do not take MYRBETRIQ® (mirabegron extended-release tablets) if you are allergic to mirabegron or any ingredients in MYRBETRIQ. MYRBETRIQ may cause your blood pressure to increase or make your blood pressure worse if you have a history of high blood pressure. You and your doctor should check your blood pressure while you are taking MYRBETRIQ. 

            

            
    Use of Myrbetriq

    
        
            MYRBETRIQ®
            (mirabegron extended-release tablets) is a
        
        
            
                prescription medicine for adults used to treat overactive bladder (OAB) with symptoms of urgency, frequency and leakage.
            
        
    


    Important Safety Information

    
        Do not take MYRBETRIQ if you are allergic to mirabegron or any ingredients in MYRBETRIQ. 

    
        MYRBETRIQ may cause your blood pressure to increase or make your blood pressure worse if you have a history of high blood pressure. You and your doctor should check your blood pressure while you are taking MYRBETRIQ. Call your doctor if you have increased blood pressure.
 
    
        MYRBETRIQ may increase your chances of not being able to empty your bladder. Tell your doctor right away if you have trouble emptying your bladder or you have a weak urine stream.
    

    
        MYRBETRIQ may cause an allergic reaction with swelling of the face, lips, throat or tongue with or without difficulty breathing. Stop using MYRBETRIQ and go to the nearest hospital emergency room right away.
    

    
        Tell your doctor about all the medicines you take including medications for overactive bladder or other medicines especially
        
            thioridazine (Mellaril™ and Mellaril-S™),
        
        
            flecainide (Tambocor®),
        
        
            propafenone (Rythmol®),
        
        
            digoxin (Lanoxin®)
        
        or
        
            solifenacin succinate (VESIcare®).
        
        MYRBETRIQ may affect the way other medicines work, and other medicines may affect how MYRBETRIQ works.
    


    
        Before taking MYRBETRIQ, tell your doctor about all of your medical conditions, including if you have liver or kidney problems. 
    


    
        The most common side effects of MYRBETRIQ include high blood pressure, pain or swelling of the 
nose or throat (nasopharyngitis), urinary tract infection, and headache.
    


    
        For further information, please talk to your healthcare professional and see accompanying
        Patient Product Information
        and complete
        Prescribing Information
        for MYRBETRIQ® (mirabegron extended‑release tablets).
    


    
        You are encouraged to report negative side effects of prescription drugs to the FDA.
        Visit www.fda.gov/medwatch or call 1-800-FDA-1088.
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                To learn about assistance programs for those prescribed Myrbetriq, please call Astellas Pharma Support Solutions℠ at 1-800-477-6472 or go to www.astellaspharmasupportsolutions.com.


                This website is funded and developed by Astellas Pharma US, Inc. Myrbetriq, Astellas, and the flying star logo are registered trademarks of Astellas Pharma Inc. All other trademarks or registered trademarks are the property of their respective owners.

            This website is intended for US residents only. 
©2023 Astellas Pharma US, Inc. All rights reserved.

            055-0398-PM 04/23
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        ×
        You are now leaving myrbetriq.com

        
        You are now leaving myrbetriq.com. The website you are linking to is not owned by Astellas. Astellas is not responsible for the services on this site.
Continue to Instagram.

        You are now leaving myrbetriq.com. The website you are linking to is not owned by Astellas. Astellas is not responsible for the services on this site.
Continue to Facebook.

        You are now leaving myrbetriq.com. The third-party website you are linking to is neither owned nor controlled by Astellas. Astellas is not responsible for the content or services on this site. The third-party website is subject to its own Terms of Use and Privacy Policy.  Astellas makes no representations as to the accuracy of the information contained on third-party websites. By clicking CONTINUE, you acknowledge that Astellas does not endorse or recommend any HCP associated with the third-party website, nor do we make any representations about the quality of medical care those professionals can provide. Astellas makes no guarantee that using the third-party website will result in the outcome you desire. The physician has no obligation to prescribe Myrbetriq and may instead prescribe another medication or no medication. It is wholly and solely your responsibility to assess the qualifications of a potential healthcare professional, and to discuss with them your symptoms as well as the risks and benefits of any potential treatment. You are responsible for any charges associated with services offered by the third-party website and should be aware that the third party may not accept medical insurance. ASTELLAS AND ITS AFFILIATES DISCLAIM ANY LIABILITY ARISING FROM YOUR USE AND/OR RELIANCE ON INFORMATION PROVIDED TO YOU BY ANY HEALTHCARE PROFESSIONAL OR THE 
THIRD-PARTY WEBSITE. 
        

Note: The cost of a telehealth consultation is determined by and paid directly to the third-party telehealth company.
        

If you do not wish to leave Myrbetriq.com, click CANCEL, or click CONTINUE to go to the third-party website.

        You are now leaving myrbetriq.com. The website you are linking to is neither owned nor controlled by Astellas. Astellas is not responsible for the content or services on this site.
Continue to FDA Medwatch.

        The website you are linking to is neither owned nor controlled by Astellas. Astellas is not responsible for the content or services on this site. Astellas makes no representation as to the accuracy of the information contained on third-party websites. By entering your postal code and clicking continue, you acknowledge that Astellas does not endorse or recommend any healthcare professional associated with the third-party website, nor does Astellas make any representations about the quality of medical care those healthcare professionals can provide.
Continue to WebMD.

        
            Continue
            Cancel
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        Our Doctor Conversation Guide can help you start the overactive bladder conversation.

        Show it to your doctor at your appointment!

        Get your Doctor Conversation Guide
    





    

    



    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    

    
    
